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The source
‘The Church, the Christ-cult, is the source of liberalism. Soul-
equality is where political equality begins. We are all one (we of all
races) in the body of Jesus translates politically into civic
nationalism, human rights, one-man, one-vote maybe not on
ground, not overnight, but that’s the undeniable logic of it’.

—Alex Linder
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Why Europeans must reject Christianity, 2
by Ferdinand Bardamu

 
The Gospel of Semitic lies?

Jesus Christ is a mythological figure. The gospel
narratives, his personal “biographies,” are not
based on any underlying historical reality. What
we know of Jesus comes not from eyewitness
testimony, but largely contradictory hearsay
written some forty or fifty years after his

supposed death. Unlike the mythical Jesus with whom he is often
compared, the philosopher Socrates is significantly more well-
attested in the historical record. Contemporary eyewitnesses like
Plato and Xenophon wrote detailed accounts of the life and death
of Socrates.

The discovery that the first Christology was a “high” one provides
additional evidence substantiating the mythological origin of
Jesus. This is contrary to the position maintained by the older
19th century biblical scholarship, chiefly represented by Wilhelm
Bousset’s “history-of-religion” school. This approach is best
exemplified in the now forgotten Kyrios Christos. In this work,
Bousset argued that cultic veneration of Jesus only became a
reality when the original Palestinian faith community was exposed
to Hellenistic and Oriental influence.

In contrast to Bousset’s “history-of-religion” approach, modern
biblical scholars argue that the original Palestinian faith
community began with a “high” Christology. Maran atha was an
Aramaic prayer transferring the title lord (YHWH) to Jesus,
asking him to establish his kingdom on earth in fulfillment of Old
Testament eschatological hopes of a coming Messiah. The “high”
Christology embraced by the first Palestinian believers paved the
way for Gentile views of Christ as an object of religious devotion.
Among the earliest Gentile believers, Jesus was worshiped, placed
on an equal footing with God himself and designated Kyrios, the
Greek form of the tetragrammaton in the Septuagint. He was even
the object of prayer. This makes Jesus no different from any other
mythological figure venerated in the ancient world, such as
Dionysus or Hercules.

The inescapable conclusion is that Jesus is a figment of the
imagination, like the gods of the ancient Greeks. To those who
argue that Jewish monotheism was a barrier to the immediate
divinization of some mortal, it must be pointed out that the Logos
theology of Hellenistic Judaism first presented the word of god in
semi-anthropomorphic terms, laying the groundwork for the
explicit “binitarian” character of primitive Christianity.
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Hunter hunts Greggy

After the strong meat of our anti-Christian articles, it is always a
delicious dessert to read the discussions between Hunter Wallace
and Greg Johnson; this time, about American nationalism (here
and here).
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Why Europeans must reject Christianity, 1
by Ferdinand Bardamu

 

Editor’s note: In the next twenty entries (in-between
posts do not count) we will reproduce this original essay

by a colleague whose pseudonym appears above.

 
The disease of Christianity

The classical philologist Revilo P. Oliver once described
Christianity as a “spiritual syphilis.” The musician Varg Vikernes
said Christianity was a “problem to be solved by medical science.”
He described it as an “HIV/AIDS of the spirit and mind.” Only the
paradigm of sexually transmitted disease can shed light on the
true nature of the Christian religion.

In the case of syphilis, there is a latency period. This is analogous
to the growth and spread of Christianity across the Roman empire,
until the reign of Constantine in the early 4th century. The
symptoms of syphilitic infection increase in severity, leading to a
plethora of life-threatening consequences. The neurological and
cardiovascular degeneration caused by syphilis weaken the body
of the host. If the infection continues without medical
intervention, death ensues. In similar fashion, Christianity
weakens and then destroys the state through proliferation of its
most degenerate Christian-derived ideologies, such as liberalism,
socialism and feminism.

Christianity is a perversion of the instinct for self-preservation.
This makes it a destroyer of entire civilizations and peoples.
Embracing Christianity is no different from tying a noose around
your neck and leaping off a tall building. It is suicide for all those
who stupidly allow themselves to be influenced by its poisonous
doctrines. Western culture would have been lost forever if not for
the rediscovery of pagan science and philosophy during the
Renaissance. Unfortunately for us, the West has once again
succumbed to this spiritual plague. The heavenly city of God now
sits in judgment of the West. The crucified Jew has spoken: the
West has been judged and found wanting!

The church has always regarded the earthly city of Rome with
contempt; the host culture that incubated the religion for so long
means nothing to this harlot of Babylon, who has prostituted
herself before all the nations of the world. If all Western science
and technology were to disappear overnight, the church would not
be affected in the slightest; what matters is that the preaching of
the gospel continues without pause, nothing else. Christianity and
racialism are fundamentally incompatible ideologies.

The Christian religionist is at a crossroads; he must choose
between the gospel or the survival of Western civilization and the
European race. He cannot choose both. A genuine Christian
religionist can only side with the survival of Christian orthodoxy,
otherwise he would be an apostate, forever denied eternal
salvation.

In a world where evolutionary survival is a zero-sum game,
Christianity is the great enemy of the European race and Western
civilization.
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Taking a leave
As we know, this month I am busy reviewing
the syntax of my last book. The terrors of
Christianity of other times are something
that new generations have not experienced.
(On my last trip to Spain I was told that some
people among those of older age suffered
from fear of damnation.) The new
generations of Christians, in which I include

white nationalists, remind me of a Russian teenager. Those who
suffered the Gulag asked her ‘Do you know how many died in
communism?’ The brat replied ‘Fifteen?’
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God
This text appears in Day of Wrath

______ � ______

 
As I said in Hojas Susurrantes, in California I
suffered an internal persecutor: a Christian fear of
damnation caused by my father’s miserable
introjects. On May 24, 1988, a few months after
returning from California still carrying in my soul a
legion of dementors, I dined with my parents in a
restaurant [I wasn’t living with them]. From the
street, three days before I had seen the dry

branches of my tree and I believed that the tree would die so, in
penance, I shaved my beard the next day after having let them
grow for a few months; the only time in life I let them grow.
 

Saint Augustine

Before telling what happened in the restaurant I must mention
that throughout my childhood I lived under the shadow of the
figure of St. Augustine; as I recall, the favorite saint of my father
when we lived in San Lorenzo (as we know, Augustine’s ideas had
been one of my greatest dementors in California). At dinner with
my parents, barely convalescing from the idea that tormented me,
I jumped when (my mother?) mentioned the aforementioned
saint. I exclaimed that Augustine had rationalized the eternal fire
for unbaptized infants… More than convalescing, the psychic
wounds of my family’s religion were still open, though not as
maddeningly as the suffering in California. My parents felt the
vehemence of my words, but not my agony behind them. What my
father answered deserves to leave a record and it is worth saying
that I wrote it down not in my diary, but in a single sheet. (When
planning this volume I had to order my correspondence,
documents and loose sheets in dozens of labeled envelopes.)
According to my notes, my father answered me:

—Those [Augustine’s views] are people’s mistakes; human
failures. I go to what Jesus says.

When I answered that the Gospel of Matthew put Jesus talking
about the gnashing of teeth of the damned, he said:

—I do not see [emphasis in his voice] the anathemas of Jesus. I
prefer to see the lilies and the birds; come and they will be given
food, dressing be added.

On my single sheet, the following day I addressed myself: “Where
is the Augustinian father of San Lorenzo? I am reacting—my
Epistle [first book of Hojas Susurrantes] and anti-Christianity—
against a father and a mother who no longer exist!”

I wrote that, as I said, in 1988. Today, twenty-seven years later,
the dementors still persecute me somehow, although in a very
much attenuated way compared to my youth. What I want to get is
that, if the perpetrator does not recognize his fault, the mental
virus transferred to the adult child goes out of control. If my father
had been like, say, my very Catholic friend Paulina (who almost
daily goes to church), another would be my story. It is not enough
to point out the beautiful verses of Matthew to counterbalance the
threats of Jesus about Gehenna in that same gospel. It is necessary
to recognize that one committed an outrage when “educating” the
son in the Christian doctrine of damnation. In one of her letters
that she sent me to England by the end of the century, Paulina
wrote to me: “Also, since you are not a believer, and you feel that
religion was the first reason for your father to crucify you [my
emphasis], you must hate religion. And I understand you. And for
you it does not make sense to go to church, to say things you do
not believe. And that also caused you harm (hell, torture,
sadism).”

My father is not like my humble friend. In a dream I had my
unconscious caricaturing him, putting in his mouth these words:
“I am very Catholic because I only think of my salvation.” To
understand the parental egotism that affected me so much, the
religious mechanism with which he defended himself from his
early sufferings must be analyzed.
 

God for Miller fans

When I returned from California in my twenty-ninth year, I was
not only an extremely damaged young man but also extremely
naive. I left in the television room [of my parents’ house] a
number of books in English that I had brought in such a way that
their covers wore the face of Jesus so that my father could see
them. At that time I still believed that it was possible to negotiate
my father’s faith with solid arguments.

Let us take into account that with the words of Jesus it “sufficed
him,” and what he would tell me during the confrontation of the
crucifix [recounted in a previous chapter]: that the fact that the
miracles were interwoven with the teachings of Jesus implied that
the story was true. I arrived in Mexico in February 1988. By the
end of 1989 I began to familiarize myself with the skeptical
criticism of the allegations of the paranormal by writers whose
magazine I subscribed to, The Skeptical Inquirer. It was thanks to
these skeptics that I saw clearly that reasoning like those of my
father was fallacious. For example, that the (supposed) goodness
of the teachings of Jesus demonstrates the historicity of his
miracles cannot be sustained. “Logical systems get in trouble,” I
paraphrase now from one of the articles in The Skeptical Inquirer,
“when they are forced to show their own logic to demonstrate its
claims self-referentially.”

When on another occasion I confronted my father with what I had
read in those books whose covers he saw, I argued that the killing
of the innocents could not be historical, as the historian Josephus,
who belonged to the Hebrew priestly caste, does not mention it.
(This historian of the 1st century did not silence any of Herod’s
authentically historical cruelties.) My father got angry, but he did
not answer my argument. While it is more reasonable to assume
that the verses of Matthew and Luke about the killing of the
innocents are literary fiction, by pure reason I would never get to
communicate with him. However, the writers of the CSICOP
(acronym of Committee for the Skeptical Investigation of Claims
of the Paranormal), as this group was then called, had a great
limitation. Those who helped me overcome my belief in the
miraculous narrative did not reach the core of the problem: the
defense mechanism. If my grandfather and the elementary school
[in the early 1930s] had not tormented the child César [my
father], the adult César would not have clung to the idea of a dad
God with the impregnable faith that he did. For Alice Miller, a
child whose childhood was lived in an atmosphere of respect is
perfectly capable of developing his self without needing the idea of
a personal God; preferring, instead, human models. The child
destined to be my father could not develop his psyche with worldly
models. He had to project the parental luminous side onto the
deity of the same religion that his parents taught him.

About five years before I wrote the Epistle [ca. 1983], my father
had confessed something important that I picked up right there in
the old epistle. He was in his youth completely devastated by
something terrible that had happened to him, that he did not
specify. He opened the gospels and, according to his words, saw
the passage “Come blessed of my father…!” If, for theists like my
father, a kind Father has replaced the failed human father, we
should not be surprised if they experience great fear upon
discovering that this substitute Father also has a dark side. My
father does not know English and he did not read what I brought
from the United States, but from my Spanish books he borrowed
without me knowing Respuesta a Job (Answer to Job) published
in 1952 by Carl Jung, of which he told me “I read everything.”

At his late seventy-six years, the Swiss psychologist had dared to
uncover the dark side of the God of Hebrews and Christians. The
same year that I wrote the Epistle I wrote down in Answer to Job
that my father had exclaimed: “A terrible book!” with great
emphasis on his voice when pronouncing “terrible.” Jung’s essay
had disturbed him so much that he had to read a pious text about
Job to console himself. What Jung said about the Judeo-Christian
deity is valuable to those who have entered the underworld whose
door Miller opened. In May of 1991, three years after the anecdote
recounted above, I noted down on the back cover of Answer to
Job: “This is the only book I know of that does not criticize
religion or Christians or the church: it criticizes God itself.” I could
not say it better today, almost a quarter of a century later. Later
that year I noted down that Jung had tried to psychoanalyze God.
Much later, in my rereading of 2005, I wrote down:

It is amazing how Miller-like this book can be if we only know
the ABC of the mind that Jung did not know. Just replace
“Yahweh” with “father” and “God” with “mother” and see what
you find.

Read for example pages 25f (“Who is this that darkens counsel
by words without wisdom?”). They remind me of the
conversation I had with my sister in 2000, the day of the cut
tree, about dad: “And who are you to…?” he said to my sister.
And page 28 (“Yahweh shows Job his omnipotence with so
many thunder and lightning”) seems to portray how he treated
me in my last confrontation, in 2004 [recounted in my book’s
previous chapter]. On page 31 Jung says what for a long time I
have said: pride is the other side of infantilism.

Pride is the other side of infantilism. How many times have I told
myself this when diagnosing my father! Almost at the beginning of
his essay, Jung observes something that could be applied to my
initiative to confront my father for what he did, citing the Bible:
“Job ‘wanted to reason with God’ (Job, 13:3). Job says ‘I will
defend my ways before him’ (13, 15).” Nice phrase, which could
summarize what I have written in hundreds of pages: defend my
ways before my parents and their witch doctors. Precisely as it was
extremely naive of me to hope that whoever destroyed me could,
at the same time, listen to my complaint, that same ingenuity had
been committed by Job on another level. (Actually, on the same
level if we consider that the theistic narrative is nothing but the
internal struggle with the parental introjects.) In the context of the
supposed goodness of Yahweh, observes Jung: “From a man who
does us evil we can not wait that helps us at the same time,” and
already openly psychoanalyzing God he adds something that we
could impute to either of my parents: “The dependence of the
object is absolute when the subject does not possess self-
reflection, and, consequently, does not have any vision of oneself.”
Like any toxic parent—I would say—, about our parental deities
Jung writes: “But Yahweh is too unconscious to be ‘moral’.
Morality presupposes conscience.”

What better indication that the idea of God is nothing but the
projection of our unresolved, attachment system with our parents!
(keep in mind Colin Ross’ class). From this angle, the idea of
providence is a parental shadow insofar as it is so full of the dark
side that we see ourselves in the need to project it outwards:
something that Jung himself was afraid to say. Nevertheless, the
Swiss dared to write: “It was natural that humanity, superior to
God in certain aspects, should remain unconscious”—unaware of
the ultimate nature of the deity. The dissident disciple of Freud
wrote the following in the text that scared dad: “Yahweh does not
show signs of doubt, repentance or compassion, but only of cruelty
and disregard. Yahweh cannot come here with the excuse of
unconsciousness, for he flagrantly violates at least three of the
commandments that he himself had promulgated at Sinai.”

This brings back to me the fact that my moral was founded on the
moralistic tablets of my father. Recall the [1960s] anecdote of
Hojas Susurrantes about the “instantaneous introject” when a
swarthy boy threw a stone at a helpless crab on the beach.
Unfortunately, and parallel to how my father did not regret what
he was doing to us, on the next page Jung writes: “Yahweh does
not think… of giving Job at least some moral compensation.” And
two pages ahead what he says seems to be a reflection of the
mentioned speech to Germancito [my nephew], when my father
blamed me for my sister’s behavior: “Yahweh puts things
backwards, so to speak, and blames Job for what he himself does:
man must not be allowed to have any opinion about God.”

Shadow projected to the deity: “Parents should never be judged,”
my mother has told me several times. And it is that “Yahweh pays
so little attention to the person of Job… that it is not difficult to
see that he is totally occupied with himself,” which brings back the
penetrating observation of Pedro Martín Moreno and Scott Peck
about evil. Later Jung speaks of the “fear of Yahweh to become
conscious,” which also brings back the fear of parents like mine to
see their behavior.

Yahweh can project, without frowning, his face shadows on man,
and remain unconscious at the expense of him…

Job knew Yahweh only of “hearsay.” But now he has experienced
the reality of Yahweh even more than David himself. This is an
important lesson, which should not be forgotten. Job was once a
simpleton; he had come to dream of a “good” God… he believed
that God was truthful and faithful…

But to his horror, Job has seen that Yahweh is not a man, but
that, in a certain way, he is less than a man, and that he is the
same thing that Yahweh says of the Leviathan: “He is king over
all the proud” (Job, 41:34).

The mistreated son by his father must not expect moral
satisfaction from an intrinsically unconscious being. “I am an
amoral natural power, a purely phenomenal force, that does not
see its own back.” Job, the son at the complete mercy of the Father
whose voice of thunder crushes him when he dared to confront
him, becomes, secretly, judge of the divinity.

The author of Answer to Job closes the book’s chapter with these
words: “The drama has been consummated for all eternity: the
double nature of Yahweh has been revealed, and someone or
something has seen and recorded it.”
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No sword!
This is a postscript to my two previous entries. Next, the
translation of two different passages of the book whose syntax I
find myself reviewing:

Remember that [my father] baptised his cantata La Espada [The
Sword]. Now that I have buried my mind into the texts of white
nationalists, I could not help remembering when I read
something that, rephrasing Dominique Venner, Michael
O’Meara wrote: ‘The European of history is best seen as a
warrior bearing a sword, symbol of his will’, and he added that
the Hellenes made their debut in history by refusing to be slaves.
Nothing can contrast this old European Aryan with the
Shakespearean evasion that has sealed the character of my
father. [page 116, a reference to the 1948 Hamlet film epigraph
after minute 1:45]

The above quote was taken from a section, ‘Caballero sin espada’
(knight without a sword) in reference to a dream while sleeping
that plagued my father’s youth, when he dreamt himself fighting
an obscure force without a sword. The following is taken from
page 11 of the Introduction:

The objective of my writings, in which I include what I write in
my private blog Hojas Eliminadas, would be to show that the
evil that afflicts the white man is exactly the same that destroyed
my tree and the morals of my beloved family… If I could unravel
the evil that destroyed me, I will probably unravel the evil that
destroys the white race around the world, including the mass
migration of people of colour into the West that I witnessed on
my last trip to the United Kingdom. In other words, the evil I
saw in my parents, acquaintances, psychiatrists and the evil I see
in Westerners who commit ethnic suicide could be, ultimately,
two sides of the same coin. There is no qualitative difference
between my father’s ‘comfy’ mind and that of millions of
Europeans, Americans and Australians. In times of bread for all
and all kinds of circuses, the passivity of Westerners [no sword]
before the elites ran parallel to the sociopathic passivity of my
father before my [disturbed] mother. I confess that, in my
[winter] soliloquy to warm my feet and hands, I told myself that
those millions of white males were exactly like my father. For
decades I had imagined that people outside my family were
better, or in other words, less depraved; less destructive or less

crazy. The truth is that those who are
allowing their beautiful race to die
out (note in the image of Missa
Hercules[1] that the female above the
young Greek is no longer Aryan) are
as wicked as my father was. I do not
think they are any less bad than the
central character of my two volumes.

What I could not understand in the Internet forums of those
who complain about Aryan decline, we can ponder by reducing a
complex problem—the character of millions of Westerners—to a
problem that I am able to address: the character of my father.
That deserves to venture into a new literary genre.

________________________

[1] This is a reference to a previous passage from the Preface
where I reproduced this image: something related to the tragedy
of the transition from the Classical World to the Christian world.
As a teenager, I often listened to the music of this mass by Josquin
Des Prés: an LP record that my father very much appreciated.

Of course, in-context the above-translated paragraphs are more
comprehensible.
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Wirsén on Miller’s fans
That the author is secretly smuggling out and reworking, often
lying about and numbing, their abusive emotional childhood is
something Alice Miller tends to imply when dealing with works of
art: a mode of thinking we as her readers easily slip into, isn’t it?
That Kafka’s work is basically explainable as an artistic
dramatization of a child’s insecurity about his parents’ true
agenda, that the vampiric women of Baudelaire’s poems are in fact
his emotionally unavailable and seductive mother… —this is still
the only opening to Baudelaire’s work I can stand, the only way in
which I can read his work with interest.

In this way, artistic work after Alice Miller demands a new
openness and consciousness in the producer. We can’t only chew
and chew the unworked-through emotions from our childhood
and find creative ways of repackaging them, then call it Art. It’s a
new game now. All bets are off… Which brings us to the subject of
this post: C.T.’s criticism of Dennis Rodie’s novel The Curse of the
Third Rate Artist. Discussing this opens the larger subject of the
differences in worldview and even temperament between the two
writers.

First I must clarify that I think César is a very promising and
interesting writer who in his work is attempting to take on very
large themes, which are important to me also. As mentioned
briefly above, I believe artists working after Alice Miller have a
new responsibility to be conscious. To this, I will add the meta-
perspective on history developed by Lloyd deMause, which says
that the whole of human history, in particular its destructive
aspects, is based on childhood abuse.

“The history of childhood is a
nightmare from which we have only
recently begun to awaken…” begins
his most important work. Miller
says as much, but not as
systematically and not as clearly as
to the development that has,
despite everything, taken place. Put
in this perspective, the emotional
abuses and the stressful life
situation that Martin Maag, the
narrator of Dennis’ novel, was put
through was just as destructive as it
was, but less destructive and less
producing of the kind of howling-

at-the-moon stressful psychosis and magical thinking that the
childrearing of the European Middle Ages produced.

The criticism of your novel which César wrote in the context of
polemics around the subject of Satanic Ritual Abuse elsewhere in
this forum must be read in this context. Dennis Rodie’s novel does
not have the same meta-perspective as C.T.’s has, something
which Mr. Tort from his perspective must see as weaknesses.
Since I, myself, am interested in the approach to writing and the
expansion of consciousness of which his writing is the physical
trace, created for communication that C.T. is developing, I share
in part his criticism. Let me, to make writing this post quicker and
easier, quote the relevant part from a review-letter I wrote recently
to Dennis Rodie after having read his novel The Curse of the Third
Rate Artist.

[Wirsén’s review of Dennis’ unpublished novel, a novel that by
the way I printed and leather-bounded for my personal library,
can be read in Dennis’ own forum. Daniel Mackler  on the
other hand never shared his huge autobiography with anyone.]

Allow me to get personal for a while. For what I intend, and for the
kind of writing I myself aim to produce, a perspective the world
needs, I think César is a pioneer developing a new sport. His
successes are mine, and even his failures will be valuable lessons.
The way he dares to be expressively angry is inspiring to me,
though for my own part I am unsure of the outcome. Perhaps by
temperament (which can’t be helped), perhaps by lack of courage
(which, if true, must be conquered) I cannot be that clear about
my anger. On the other hand not anger, but sensitivity, seems to
be the guiding star of Dennis Rodie’s novel. For me, the jury is still
out and César’s, as well as Dennis’ future developments as a
human being and an artist will give me the information I need as
to whether this is the road I want to pursue.

César’s five-book work Hojas Susurrantes expands from angry
letter to mother, through anti-psychiatric tractate to brutally
honest (so I’m told, have not taken it on yet) autobiography, over
to family history, to the chronicle of the bloody past of his nation
into an assessment of the human race and where we are now,
which is an expansion in a new direction of deMausian thought:
the quick eradication of those who abuse and hurt children, thus
stopping humanity from evolving into the best we can be. How
César brings this off in his last book will be very exciting indeed to
take part off. That much I know. Whether or not and to what
degree I will agree is another of those questions where the jury is
still out. On the negative part, he might be steering dangerously
close to a new motivation for genocide, a new ideological twist on
the old Nazi game.

Daniel Mackler, in his writing, seems to imply that there is a lack
of what he calls “enlightenment” in C.T.’s exposing of his
emotional life and his family’s. That this is unhealthy
exhibitionism, and an unfortunate development of a tortured soul,
rather than the pearl the clam produces because a grain of sand is
torturing, cutting and carving at, its vulnerable pink flesh. To stop
the hurt.

I lean toward César’s side in this conflict. I, myself, have ambitions
as a major writer and find that, after assimilating the thinking of
Alice Miller, works of art that are not intensely personal and
honest to be unrewarding. Is Mackler suggesting that we keep our
stories to ourselves and sit around healed in a lonely buddhistic
state, when instead we could let our stories go out and make
changes in the consciousnesses of the real world? As I said, I lean
toward Tort’s interpretation, but as always the jury is still out. And
I believe even Mackler can’t avoid looking at Tort’s work, like he
has before with the psychological case studies or autobiographies
—the motivation for writing which he finds emotionally doubtful
—; can’t avoid looking at them as at a beautiful car crash, provided
as entertainment for the Buddha from others’ flesh and blood. The
Buddha floats around in the suffering of the world with a
distanced face.

Everything I have written above must be read in the perspective
that I found reading the writings of Daniel Mackler, C.T. and
Dennis Rodie as a revelation and breathing with the life of a new
integrated consciousness, pulsating with a true emotionality,
which I have before found in the work of Alice Miller and Lloyd
deMause and to which, once I’d tasted it, nothing else compares.
This is the reason I care strongly enough about them to read and
reflect on them, as well as writing this text.

Andreas
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Very busy
Christians can think of themselves as anti-Jewish
without understanding that they are the ultimate
conclusion of Judaism. —Nietzsche

Further to what I said in my February entries ‘La Santa Furia’ and
‘Working’. I am now reviewing the 730 pages of my second and
last book, in which I analyse my father as the central figure among
those who destroyed my life; besides analysing my mother and
other victims of them, like my sister and a cousin. My philosophy
of the four words appears in the final section.

What I write in my mother tongue is as important, or more
important, than what I write in English. But except for a Swede
who became disenchanted with me when he learned about my
political ideas, nobody in the world has fully appreciated the work
in my native language. And it’s striking that someone who
processes, over the decades, the pain of the crime that he was the
object as a minor is able to see the world so differently that it
would seem the mind of an extraterrestrial.

For example, in recent times a certain Ciaran, the same Irishman
who complained about destroying the churches (quoted in an
entry linked above), has been sending me copies of his
correspondence with Alex Linder and others. Although Ciaran
confesses to me that he has suffered a mental disorder, he has not
paid attention to me in that the only way to heal is to process the
pain. (Something I compare with an oil refinery in the sense that
crude oil is the unprocessed early traumas that got to be
processed.)

Instead, in his letter to Linder today
(electronic copy to me), this
traditionalist Christian starts talking
about the ‘fact’ that the condemned are
burning in hell without even knowing
who he’s is sending a copy. (At the end of
my first book, Hojas Susurrantes, I
recount the unspeakable experiences I
suffered in San Rafael, California, for
having introjected the doctrine of the
eternal damnation of my abusive father.)
And today, in my previous entry of the
Kriminalgeschichte series, another idiot
posts again a comment mentioning such
doctrine. (Take into account that of this
Dutchman I have been deleting several
other comments over the years in which
he had written stupid things like, ‘hell is
eternal’, ‘my religion’, etc.).

Christians or neo-Christians who believe
they are helping their race with their
twisted minds are, in fact, contributing
to the white race dying. The reason for

this is not only guessed in the essay ‘Rome vs. Judea’, but in the
Kriminalgeschichte series that I translate little by little.

Little by little I say because, although now I am so busy that I will
reduce my work on this site to the minimum until I finish the
review of my second book, even after I finish I don’t think I’ll
continue to translate the Kriminalgeschichte articles daily, as I did
in the past. I will translate them, yes, but in a more spaced way. It
is not an issue that attracts much attention because white
nationalists believe that Jews, not Christians, are the primary
cause of Aryan decline.

For an autobiographer who has processed his traumas inflicted at
home, it is incredible the level of dissociation and madness that
the movement suffers: a movement that presumes to defend the
Aryan race and remains addicted to the millennial Jewish drug.
And with this I also mean those English Christians who spoke in a
podcast about the article by Hunter Wallace that I mentioned at
an entry a couple of days ago. Manu Rodríguez wrote:

We are not ourselves; we cannot speak out as long as we try to
speak from that space: the Jewish-Christian-Muslim milieu.
Within these traditions we are not ourselves, we disappear.

Like Evropa Soberana, Rodríguez is Spanish. I translated the
above quote from the language of Cervantes. Isn’t it funny that
this pair of Spanish speakers have a better grasp of how to defend
their race than the English speakers of the Alt-Right?
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Kriminalgeschichte, 58
Editors’ Note: Always keep in mind the fact

that Ambrose was non-white.

Saint Ambrose drives the annihilation of the Goths, 1

The Goths saw in their bishop Ulfilas, born about 311 of Gothic
parents of Cappadocian descent, a ‘sacrosanct man’. He would
write on his deathbed: ‘I, Ulfilas, bishop and confessor’, an
honorary title that is related to the persecution of the Christian
Goths, probably in 348. However, like him, only in Arianism did
he see the una sancta; in all others, Christians antichrists, in their
churches he saw ‘synagogues of the devil’ and especially in
Catholicism a ‘lost theory of evil spirits’. Bishop Ambrose, for his
part, believed that the fact that they did not accept salvation by the
cross but only in imitation of Christ, whatever they understood by
it, constituted ‘The most outstanding characteristic of Gothic
Arianism’ (Giesecke). [1]

Even when commenting on the Gospel, Ambrose could quote
praisefully the words of Paul, an even greater abominator: ‘Love is
patient, it is kind, it does not show zeal, it does not boast’. He
could let the imagination run: ‘But would not it be wonderful to
offer the other cheek to the one who hits you?’ However, in reality
Ambrose did not offer one cheek or the other, as he incited with
especially Christian (and Pauline) consideration: ‘Is it not
achieved with patience to return the blows twice [!] to the one who
hits, in the form of the pain of the repentance?’ [2]

About our saint it is significant that he often speaks of the love of
his neighbour and that he even approaches the subject as a whole
in his monograph, De officiis ministrorum, but apparently only
alludes to the love of enemies. For him—the same for Augustine
and the whole Church—it was not useful, but only a sign of the
greater perfection of the New Testament against the Old.
However, this does not imply any binding requirement for
Ambrose. What he rather does is ‘curiously not to reject anywhere
war, categorically, as illicit’ (K.P. Schneider). On the contrary! The
idea of a ‘justified war’ is constantly and ‘indirectly’ sketched by
him. [3]

And not only indirectly, because while in the East the philosopher
and educator of Princes, Themistius, who stood by several
emperors and never adhered to Christianity, tried to mediate
between the ecclesiastical parties and also between pagans and
Christians (and, at the same time, vigorously supported the policy
of a peaceful compromise between the Goths and Valens), St.
Ambrose did just the opposite. As soon as he could, he sent his 19-
year-old protégé Gratian in the name of Jesus against the Goths,
the pagans, the ‘heretics’, the ‘barbarians’. [4]

The bishop did not cease to show passion. ‘There is no certainty
from where they will attack the faith’, he exclaimed, angered
before the emperor.

Raise up, O Lord, and unfold your standard! This time it is not
the military eagles that lead the army and it is not the flight of
the birds that directs it; it is your name. Jesus is the one who is
cheered and it is your cross that goes before them… You have
always defended it against the barbarian enemy; now take
revenge!

Although he should not take revenge precisely in the name of
Jesus! However, Ambrose took as a reference—as the clergy have
done in all wars to date—the Old Testament: where Abraham, with
a few men, annihilated numerous enemies; where Joshua
triumphed over Jericho.

The Goths are for the saint the Gog people (‘Gog iste Gothus est’),
whose annihilation predicts the prophet, de quo promittitur nobis
futura victoria: a people that Yahweh, in his lapidary style, wants
to ‘give to devour’ to raptors and other animals, and also to their
own: ‘And you must eat the fat until you are fed up and drink
blood until you get drunk of the victim I sacrifice for you’.
According to Ambrose, for whom ‘Germanic’ and ‘Arian’ (or
‘Roman’ and ‘Catholic’) were almost equivalent terms, to defeat
the Goths one thing is needed: true faith! This, in spite of the fact
that the emperor of the East, Valens, was Arian! But the bishop
conveniently ignored these facts. Faith in God could not be
separated from fidelity to the Empire. ‘Where fidelity to God is
lost, the Roman State is also broken’. Where the ‘heretics’
appeared, they were followed by the ‘barbarians.’ [5]

Of course, the military aspect was accompanied by an aspect of
ecclesiastical politics. However, in occupied Illyria, that is, near
northern Italy and Milan, in addition to the war with the outside
adversary, the internal enemy—the disputes with the Arians—also
wreaked havoc. Secundianus resided in Singidunum as bishop,
Palladio in Ratiaria, Julian Valens in Poetovium, Auxentius in
Durostorum, but Ulfilas also lived there, who displayed his activity
mainly in the eastern provinces of the Danube. Ambrose incited
the emperor against these influential Christians, especially when
the Illyrian Arians made propaganda also in Milan and other cities
in northern Italy, and the entry of Goths gave new impulses to the
‘heresy’. Thus, this Catholic did not cease to invoke the religious
situation and the performance of the Arians as a danger to the
Empire and to military security, which would provide the
‘heretical’ subjects with a protection against the Goths, their fellow
believers, much smaller than the Orthodox. [6]

Nevertheless, it is evident that the military aspect was now more
important for Ambrose than the religious one that he highlights,
insofar as his diocese was not far from the Goths and in Roman
Christianity, according to an ancient tradition, the same
distinction was done among Romans and ‘barbarians’ as between
human beings and animals. The danger arose from the enemies of
the country. Thus, the religious zeal of the bishop is now
anticipated by the national zeal. Ambrose especially emphasised
the propensity to a vice of the ‘barbarians’, their depravity ‘worse
than death’.

For him, the unquestioning patriot, the enemy is also any
‘stranger’, an ‘alien’ almost equivalent to infidel. To the Goths and
the like (Gothi et diversarum nationum viri) he calls ‘people who
once dwelt in wagons’, beings more fearsome than the gentiles
(gentes). Thus, he does not fight the infidel Romans; what he does
rather is to place the army of the pagans on his side and incite it
against the ‘barbarians’, and to win over the emperor with pretexts
of religious motives, while seeking the predominance of ‘Roman
culture’, which he himself provides protection and a very
prestigious life. [7]
 
________________

Note of the translator: The footnotes still lack the general
bibliography, which will be ready as I finish the abridgement of
this first volume.

[1] Jord. of orig. act Get 25. Soz. e.h. 2.6. Philostorg. e.h. 2.5. Basil ep. 164.2.
Lex dtv Antike, Religion 1176. Seeck, Untergang V 90. K.-D. Schmidt, Die
Bekehrung 216 f, 231 f, 236 f, 257 (here citation). Giesecke, Die
Ostgermanen 6 f, 16 f, 44, 69. Thompson, Christianity 69 f. K. K. Klein,
Gotenprimas Wulfila 84 f, especially 98 f. Previté-orton, The shorter 56.
Claude, Die Westgoten 11 f, 26 f. Aland, Glaubenswechsel 58. Klein,
Constantius II, 253 f.

[2] Ambros. Lukaskommentar 5,73 f.

[3] Schneider, Liebesgebot 27 f, 56.

[4] Pauly V 677 f. Straub, Regeneratio 203 f. Wolfram, Gotische Studien 13.

[5] Ambr. of fide ad Grat. 2,16,130; 2.16, 139 f; 3,16,138 f. Ez. 38 f, especially
38.4; 39.4; 39.19. Ambr. ep. 10.9; 25 f. of off. 1.35175 f. from Tob. 15.51. On
the concept of ‘barbarians’, cf. for example Wemer, Barbarus 401 f. Jüthner
103 f. V. Campenhausen, Ambrosius 37 f, 46 f. The same, Lateinische
Kirchenväter 88 f. Beumann, Zur Entwickiung 219 f. Stratmann III 72.
Christ, Römer 273 f. Homus 169. Pavan, Gothic Politics 70 f, especially 76 f.
Schneider, Liebesgebot 49 f. Chadwick, Die Kirche 174. Haendier, Von
Tertullian 102.

[6] Ambros. of fide 2.16, 139 f. Sulp. Sev. Vit. Mart. 6.4. V. Campenhausen,
Ambrosius 9 f, 18 f, 37 f. Schneider, Liebesgebot 45 f. Gottiieb, Ambrosius
21 f, 83 f.

[7] Ambros. ep. 19.7 f; 20.12; 20.20. of off. 2,136; 3.84. de fide 2,16.
Prudent. c. Symm. 2,816 f. V. Campenhausen, Ambrosius 48 f. Schneider,
Liebesgebot 49 f. Straub, Regeneratio 251. Haendier, Von Tertullian 102.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
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“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.
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viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
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The roots of civilisation
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translation from the
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive
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La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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